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30%
1863 $3 note from Macon Savings Bank, GA, Obv: 

worker carrying bale of cotton? Rev: blank VG+ 
scarce, popular denomination .................... $157

22%
1870, October 2 checks from Gold Hill, Nevada 

Agency of the Bank of California, with state and 
federal revenue stamps, one payable in gold coin! 
Pair for ......................................................... $47

1880s? pair of fraternal order badges (Knights of 
Pythias?) older one coin silver and brass, later one 
sterling and brass. Tattered leather holder. Nice 
armor and weapons. Pair for ...................... $197

1890-1920 sterling silver hand mirror back, handle 
broken off, no glass, just the artistic shell of a 
wood nymph with flowers in her hair. Pleasing high 
relief, uncleaned in 50 years. Could be mounted on 
base to stand vertically for display. ............ $277

1909 Sept 29th Hudson Fulton Banquet 
presentation medal, with original case for bronze 
version MS 60, pleasing. Silver striking, no case 
Abt Unc 55. Pair for .................................... $487

1914-1920 French medal lot, few coins, World War 
One for only ................................................. $197

  
1914-1930? Brass 75 mm artillery shell from World 

War one reworked into attractive flower vase. $277

9%
1914-1930? Large caliber rifle or machine gun 

cartridges used to make top and bottom of steel 
rod decorated with red and blue plastic beads. 
I would guess this was an instructor’s pointer at 
some military school. .................................. $97

1925? Oil painting signed by Schembs of George 
Washington, nice old frame, under glass, ready to 
hang on display ........................................... $97

®

Life Member

1890-1920 sterling silver 
small ladies hand mirror, 
functional though some 
metal distortion, loose 
glass. Very pleasing image 
of Diana, (aka Artemis) 
the goddess of the hunt, 
drawing her bow to shoot a 
stag. ............................$127
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1931 dated pewter medal, allusion to 1896 debate 
over silver gold ratio. Apparently made after the 
catalog of Bryan money was compiled in 1926, and 
published in the Numismatist. This huge piece has 
more artistic merit than most Bryan money. Obv: 
diademed and veiled bust of the goddess Moneta 
Rev: 16 TO 1 / NIT/ 1931 EF ...................... $1877

1936 gold 100 schillings from Austria Obv: Madonna 
and Child Rev: eagle of the republic Abt Unc, 
gently cleaned, mounted in 14 kt bezel with 
possibly 10 or 9 kt bale. Tough year to get a gold 
coin from anywhere in the world ................ $1177

1945 July 16th The beginning of the Atomic Age. 
Trinitite, a glassy mineral formed from the first 
Atom bomb test at Almagordo, New Mexico, 
when the intense heat melted the desert sand 
and rocks. While cooling, the bubbly surface of 
this usually green glassy rock can be layered 
with dust, sand and other particles trapped in the 
matrix. No dangerous radiation exists with these 
specimens. These were collected by my nuclear 
physicist father, Prof Bernard D Kern, who worked 
on the Manhatten project in 1943 and collected 
these specimens at the Trinity test site in the late 
1940s. He is still alive at 95 and he kept these in 
his dresser drawer. They are not legal to collect 
now, and the site has been bulldozed over by the 
government, but these are legal to own and trade. 

Dime to nickel size piece .............................. $57

1981 Jan 20th Ronald Reagan inauguration ball 
souvenir cufflinks and tuxedo studs. Probably 
gifted to donors or Republican elites. ........ $177

1970? Necklace, 
about 25” long of 
dried berries or 

nuts, and boar’s 
tusks, probably 

Polynesian
$127

1982-1988 gold colored Medal of Merit awarded by 
the Republican Presidential Task Force during term 
of Ronald Reagan Obv: White House Rev: Great 
Seal Unc, in original fuzzy presentation box $47

Another but with no fuzzy box ...................... $27
Another but George H Bush era, no box...... $37

Nice Worldwide Mix Foreign coins, no silver, 
kilogram ....................................................... $17

Case XX USA stag handled, two blade Hunter, nice 
condition ...................................................... $247
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